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Mature HIV-1 capsid structure by cryo-electron
microscopy and all-atom molecular dynamics
Gongpu Zhao1,2*, Juan R. Perilla3*, Ernest L. Yufenyuy2,4*, Xin Meng1,2, Bo Chen5, Jiying Ning1,2, Jinwoo Ahn1,2,
Angela M. Gronenborn1,2, Klaus Schulten3, Christopher Aiken2,4 & Peijun Zhang1,2,6

Retroviral capsid proteins are conserved structurally but assemble
into different morphologies1. The mature human immunodeficiency
virus-1 (HIV-1) capsid is best described by a ‘fullerene cone’ model2,3,
in which hexamers of the capsid protein are linked to form a hexa-
gonal surface lattice that is closed by incorporating 12 capsid-protein
pentamers. HIV-1 capsid protein contains an amino-terminal
domain (NTD) comprising seven a-helices and a b-hairpin4,5, a
carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) comprising four a-helices6,7, and
a flexible linker with a 310-helix connecting the two structural
domains8. Structures of the capsid-protein assembly units have
been determined by X-ray crystallography9,10; however, structural
information regarding the assembled capsid and the contacts
between the assembly units is incomplete. Here we report the cryo-
electron microscopy structure of a tubular HIV-1 capsid-protein
assembly at 8 Å resolution and the three-dimensional structure of a
native HIV-1 core by cryo-electron tomography. The structure of the
tubular assembly shows, at the three-fold interface11, a three-helix
bundle with critical hydrophobic interactions. Mutagenesis studies
confirm that hydrophobic residues in the centre of the three-helix
bundle are crucial for capsid assembly and stability, and for viral
infectivity. The cryo-electron-microscopy structures enable mod-
elling by large-scale molecular dynamics simulation, resulting in
all-atom models for the hexamer-of-hexamer and pentamer-of-
hexamer elements as well as for the entire capsid. Incorporation of
pentamers results in closer trimer contacts and induces acute surface
curvature. The complete atomic HIV-1 capsid model provides a plat-
form for further studies of capsid function and for targeted phar-
macological intervention.

HIV-1 capsid protein (CA) spontaneously assembles in vitro into
helical tubes and cones that resemble authentic viral capsids3, allowing
direct structural investigation of the CA assembly using cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM). Previous studies of helical tubes provided low-
resolution views of the curved hexagonal lattice, which is stabilized by
important inter-hexamer CTD–CTD contacts across local two- and
three-fold axes3,11. However, accurate and reliable atomic modelling of
the HIV-1 capsid assembly has not been possible, owing to limited
resolution (up to 16 Å). In fact, high-resolution structural determina-
tion of in vitro assembled samples is very challenging: HIV-1 capsid
assembly in vitro is inefficient, requires high salt (1 M), and exhibits
great variability in tube diameters and helical symmetries (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1a)3,11. We devised a rapid back-dilution method to
improve cryo-EM sample quality and recorded more than 1,500 cryo-
EM images on film, many of which showed diffraction layer lines to
10 Å resolution. Using 27 high-resolution tubes in a single helical
symmetry (212, 11), along with a real-space, single-particle, helical
reconstruction method12,13, we determined the structure of the CA
tubular assembly at 8.6 Å resolution (Fig. 1a–c and Supplementary
Fig. 1b–d).

The density map clearly delineates all the a-helical motifs in the
assembled structure (Fig. 1b–d), including the CTD dimerization
helix, H9, with a distinct kink in the middle (Fig. 1d). The linker region
(residues 146–150), followed by a 310-helix, shows strong electron
density (Fig. 1d), suggesting that it adopts a relatively ordered and
stable conformation. This linker region is a critical determinant for
proper capsid assembly and stability8. The map also shows detailed
intermolecular interactions at all four interfaces critical for assembly:
the inter-hexamer CTD interfaces at the pseudo-two-fold and pseudo-
three-fold axes, and the hexamer forming NTD–NTD and NTD–CTD
interfaces (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1c)9,11,14.

The 8 Å resolution density map allowed reliable atomic modelling
for the entire assembly, using molecular dynamics flexible fitting
(MDFF)15. We docked atomic structures (3H47 for CA NTD9 and
2KOD for CA CTD11) into the electron density, built the linker and
missing loops using homology modelling, and then applied MDFF
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Figure 1 | Cryo-EM reconstruction of HIV-1 CA tubular assembly at 8 Å
resolution and MDFF. a, A cryo-EM image of recombinant A92E CA tubular
assembly. Scale bar, 100 nm. b, Electron density map of the A92E CA tube with
(212, 11) helical symmetry. Yellow arrows indicate pairs of helix H9, located
between adjacent hexamers. c, MDFF model of the HIV-1 capsid assembly,
superimposed with the electron density map contoured at 4.0s. Three CA
hexamers, with NTDs (blue) and CTDs (orange), are shown. d, MDFF model of
a CA monomer viewed from two angles. e, Two CTD dimer structures along -1
(orange) and 11 (yellow) helical directions, superimposed onto the NMR
solution dimer structure (grey, 2KOD).
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(Supplementary Video 1). The resulting atomic model for the tubular
assembly comprises 71 CA hexamers and 13 million atoms, including
water molecules and ions. The final model fits the experimental map
remarkably well, as indicated by the excellent overlap betweena-helices
and their corresponding rod-like densities (Fig. 1c, d), with an overall
cross-correlation function value of 0.96. All the densities are accounted
for in the model, including those of the linker region (Fig. 1d) and
b-hairpin region. An equivalent pseudo-atomic model was obtained
independently, using a normal mode flexible-fitting method (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2a).

The MDFF model of the full CA assembly contains an almost
invariant hexameric NTD structure with an average root mean
squared deviation of 1.5 6 1.0 Å for backbone atoms between all 71
hexamers. The hexameric arrangement of the NTD is very similar to
that observed in the crystal structure of cross-linked hexameric CA
protein9 (Supplementary Fig. 2b). Further, the intermolecular interac-
tions in a single hexameric unit are the same as those observed in the
crystal structure (Supplementary Fig. 2c, d). Considering that retro-
viral CA proteins share a common NTD fold and all form hexamers,
hexameric CA NTD appears to constitute a building block in the final
assembly.

In contrast, the CTD dimers, which connect adjacent assembly units
on the inner, more curved surface, are more variable than the NTD
interfaces, with a root mean squared deviation of 3.0 Å 6 0.9 Å for all
71 dimers. Three distinct CTD dimer conformations are seen in the
assembled helical tube, with dimerization helix H9 crossing angles of
36u, 44u or 54u. Several conformers for the CTD dimer and full-length
dimeric CA were previously observed in solution16, demonstrating the
plastic nature of the dimer interface. Nonetheless, key contacts are
formed by the hydrophobic residues, W184 and M185, albeit with
small variations in their local environment (Fig. 1e). The CTD girdle
of the CA hexamer, helices H9 and H10 in particular, seems more

variable, compared with the CTD seen in the crystal structure
(Supplementary Fig. 2b, e)9. Thus, the curvature needed for the helical
tube assembly is accommodated by variable orientations in the CTD,
mediated by the intrinsic flexibility of helix H9 in the monomer.

Important new structural detail is seen at the CTD trimer interface.
The MDFF model of the tubular assembly shows that this interface
involves a patch of hydrophobic residues, specifically I201, L202, A204
and L205, all situated on one face of the amphipathic CTD helix H10
(Supplementary Fig. 3a, b). At the centre of the hydrophobic core
reside residues I201 and A204 (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 3b).
These residues contribute a large portion of the total buried surface
area (8,758 Å2) at the pseudo-three-fold axis. The central hydrophobic
core is surrounded by polar residues of opposite charges, for example
K203 and E213 (Figs 2a and 3c), further stabilizing the interface.
Residues K203 and E213 are highly conserved and were previously
shown to be critical for optimal HIV-1 capsid stability and for viral
infectivity11,17. To test further the involvement of the hydrophobic
interactions in HIV-1 capsid function, we performed mutagenesis
and chemical crosslinking studies. Remarkably, hydrophobic replace-
ments (I201V/L, A204V/L and L205V/I) largely retained the infecti-
vity and capsid stability (Fig. 2b)18, but mutant virions with polar
residue substitutions (I201D, A204D and L205D) were non-infectious
(Fig. 2b) and contained unstable or abnormal cores (Supplementary
Fig. 3c–g). Interestingly, these mutations had no apparent effect on the
morphology of immature virions (Supplementary Fig. 3h–j). Purified
CA proteins with the same polar substitutions failed to assemble in
vitro (Supplementary Fig. 3m, n). The A204C CA mutant, which exhi-
bits a Cys-Cys backbone distance of 5.3 Å between adjacent molecules
at the pseudo-three-fold axis, exhibited disulphide crosslinking of CA
into dimers, in vitro and in mature virions (Fig. 2c). This was not the
case for maturation-defective virions in which cleavage of nucleocap-
sid protein was prohibited (Fig. 2c), implying that the hydrophobic
CTD trimer interface is specific to the mature capsid19. In addition, the
A204C CA protein exhibited higher assembly efficiency (.90%) com-
pared with wild-type CA (10–15%) (Fig. 2d) and assembled under
physiological salt concentrations. More intriguingly, the A204C
protein (and A204L) assembled into closed cones and short tubes that
closely resembled authentic lentiviral cores (Fig. 2e and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3l, o), rather than the long tubes typically formed by wild-type
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Figure 2 | Mutational analysis of the hydrophobic trimer interface.
a, Detailed view of the trimer interface, with the structural model superimposed
on the density map (grey mesh, contoured at 3.5s). Selected residues are
depicted in stick-and-ball representation. b, Virus infectivity (blue) and capsid
stability (black), as percentage of total CA, 6 standard deviation (n 5 3), of
wild-type (WT) and CA trimer interface mutants. c, Spontaneous disulphide
crosslinking of A204C mature and maturation-defective virions analysed by
immunoblotting for CA. d, In vitro assembly of recombinant wild-type and
A204C CA proteins, assayed with high-speed sedimentation and
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis. Letters u, s and p denote the
unassembled reaction mixture (u) and the supernatant (s) and pellet (p) after
assembly. e, Cryo-EM image of A204C in vitro assembly. Scale bar, 100 nm.
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Figure 3 | All-atom molecular dynamics simulation of CA tubular
assembly. a, All-atom tubular assembly model comprising 71 CA hexamers
(blue NTD and orange CTD) equilibrated for 125 ns. b, Ribbon representation
of the tubular assembly, highlighting an HOH, circled area in a, superimposed
on the density map (grey). c, Surface representation of the trimer interface
(circled area in b) in a 425 ns equilibrated HOH model (hydrophobic, polar,
negative and positive residues are grey, green, red and blue, respectively).
d, Stereo view of a POH model after 1.5ms equilibration. A pentamer (orange) is
surrounded by five hexamers (black). e, f, Superposition of CTD H9 dimer
(e) or H10 trimer (f) interfaces from HOH (blue) and POH (orange).
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CA (Supplementary Fig. 3k). This suggests that CA pentamers are
readily incorporated in A204C assemblies. Consistent with the in vitro
results, virions carrying the A204C substitution showed enhanced
capsid stability and reduced infectivity (Fig. 2b). These results indicate
that hydrophobic interactions at the CTD trimer interface play a criti-
cal role in mature capsid assembly and stability. This role is further
supported by semi-three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulations of 36
CA dimers, on the basis of the assembly phase diagram established
previously (Supplementary Fig. 4)20.

A ‘fullerene cone’ model of the HIV-1 capsid requires insertion of 12
CA pentamers into the hexagonal surface lattice to close the ovoid.
Although the atomic structures of pentameric and hexameric HIV-1
CA mutants have been determined9,10, and their structural similarity
suggests that they are quasi-equivalent10, detailed contacts between
pentamers and hexamers for building a closed fullerene cone are not
known. On the basis of the hexamer-of-hexamers (HOH) motif (six
hexamers surrounding a central hexamer) extracted from the helical
tube assembly (Fig. 3a, b), we generated a model for a pentamer of
hexamers (POH; five hexamers encompassing a central pentamer), by
replacing the central hexamer with a pentamer. The resulting model
contains gaps between the surrounding hexamers because of the
deletion of one hexamer, and poor dimer and trimer interactions
(Supplementary Video 2). However, during a molecular dynamics
simulation (Supplementary Table 1), these gaps closed quickly (Sup-
plementary Video 2), converting the relatively flat starting model into
a highly curved dome-like structure (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 5a, b
and Supplementary Video 3). More specifically, sharp bite angles
between adjacent subunits were formed, namely 137u and 147u for
pentamer–hexamer and hexamer–hexamer edges, respectively, com-
pared with 167u and 147u in the case of HOH (Supplementary Fig. 5b).
The sharp bite angle closely matches the 135u value seen in the full-
erene cone geometric model21. All pre-existing intra-hexamer (or pen-
tamer) and CTD dimer intermolecular interfaces were preserved in the
simulation, whereas new dimer and trimer interactions between hex-
amers and between pentamer and hexamers were formed in 300 ns
(Fig. 3d and Supplementary Video 2), validating the previously sug-
gested quasi-equivalence in the capsid lattice22,23. Although the CTD
dimer interface remained slightly variable, as in the HOH model
(Fig. 3e), the three-helix bundle at the CTD trimer interface was con-
served but more closely packed in the POH (Fig. 3f and Supplementary
Fig. 5c, orange) compared with the HOH (Fig. 3f, blue). This is intri-
guing and suggests that enhancing the interaction at the three-fold
axis, for example by A204C crosslinking, facilitates incorporation of
pentamers into the assembly (Fig. 2e). Electrostatic destabilization at
the six-fold axis in CA NTD10,22, counterbalanced by the stabilizing
hydrophobic interactions at the three-fold axis, probably controls pen-
tamer incorporation. Given that the trimer contact is absent in the
planar two-dimensional crystal of the CA assembly14, but clearly pre-
sent in the helical tubular assembly, and even tighter in the highly
curved POH model, we suggest that the three-fold interface is essential
for the curved asymmetric assembly of the conical capsid.

The HOH and POH assembly structures allow construction of an
improved geometric HIV-1 capsid model10. Building a realistic atomic
model of the HIV-1 capsid, however, requires an experimentally deter-
mined native HIV-1 core structure. Because of the non-uniform,
asymmetric nature of the native cores, we performed structural ana-
lysis by cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) of HIV-1 cores isolated
from virions (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Video 4). The
tomographic slices of a best-quality HIV-1 core, with a cone angle
of 23u and representing the most common core24 (Supplementary
Fig. 6b), clearly exhibit arrays of CA hexamers (Fig. 4a, red arrows)
and declinations made by CA pentamers (Fig. 4b, yellow stars) at the
outer capsid density layer. The native core also includes internal densi-
ties corresponding to the viral RNA genome and proteins enclosed
within the capsid (Fig. 4a, b). At the current tomography resolution,
individual hexamers or pentamers in the capsid cannot be discerned.

Thus, guided by the shape, size and structural features of the capsid
layer, extensive fullerene models, including classes containing 252,
216, 186 or 166 hexamers, were evaluated and top candidates from
each class (119 of a total of 724) were tested by cross-correlation
between the model and the capsid density (Supplementary Fig. 7).
Two fullerene models, I and II, comprising 12 pentamers, as well as
216 and 186 hexamers, respectively, were selected to generate all-atom
molecular dynamics models of the entire HIV-1 capsid, comprising
1,356 (model I, Fig. 4c, d) or 1,176 (model II, Supplementary Fig. 7b)
CA subunits. These models were confirmed and analysed through a
fully solvated, unconstrained 100 ns, 64 million atom, molecular
dynamics simulation as described in Supplementary Material (Sup-
plementary Table 1).

The resulting capsid model I contains a variable CTD structure, with
an average root mean squared deviation of 3.6 6 0.5 Å for backbone
atoms between all 216 hexamers, compared with 2.3 6 0.4 Å for the
NTD. Analysis of the bite angle between the neighbouring hexamers (or
pentamers) shows a bimodal distribution (Supplementary Fig. 8a), with
a minor population of sharp bite angles (mean 5 139u) located around
pentamers (Supplementary Fig. 8b), in addition to most continuously
varying bite angles (144–180u). Compared with the recent cryo-EM
structure of an immature intermediate of a different retrovirus25, our
mature capsid structure shows a very different set of inter-subunit
interactions, suggesting large conformational changes accompany ret-
rovirus maturation. Our atomic models of the complete HIV-1 capsid
further highlight the three-fold CA CTD trimer interface as an attrac-
tive therapeutic target and provide a platform for future studies of
capsid function and for targeted pharmacological intervention.

METHODS SUMMARY
CA tubes were assembled at 2 mg ml21 in a buffer containing 1 M NaCl and 50 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. Cryo-EM micrographs were collected on Kodak SO-163 films, on
an FEI Polara microscope operated at 200 kV, and digitized at a pixel size of 1.09 Å.
Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction13 was used to estimate the helical para-
meters. The final refinement was performed using a previously established
method12. Cryo-ET tilt series of native HIV-1 cores were collected on a Gatan
4k 3 4k CCD (charge-coupled device) camera by tilting the specimen from 270u
to 66u, with a total dose of approximately 120 e2/Å2 and a defocus value around

d 

a b c 

Figure 4 | All-atom HIV-1 capsid model. a, b, Cryo-ET analysis of an
isolated, native HIV-1 core, shown as two representative slices through the
three-dimensional volume. Red arrows indicate arrays of CA hexamers; yellow
stars indicate locations of sharp curvature change. Scale bar, 20 nm. c, A
fullerene cone model (216H 1 12P, green inset) matches the shape and size of
the capsid, shown by the overlay of densities from the segmented capsid
(orange contour) and the fullerene model (green). HIV-1 core internal densities
are shown in light grey. d, Stereo view of the final molecular dynamics
equilibrated all-atom capsid model (model I, see text) comprising 216 CA
hexamers (blue, NTD; orange, CTD) and 12 CA pentamers (green).
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8mm. Three-dimensional tomograms were reconstructed using IMOD and
TOMO3D software26,27. MDFF15 was applied for 10 ns using NAMD2.9 (ref. 28)
at 2 fs time-steps and with helical symmetry restraints. The MDFF-derived HOH
structure was further equilibrated for 425 ns. On the basis of the equilibrated HOH
model and a published pentamer structure 3P05 (ref. 10), a POH model was built
and equilibrated for 1.5ms. A total of 71 MDFF-derived hexamers were docked into
the cryo-EM map and equilibrated for 125 ns. Simulations of the complete HIV-1
capsid (64 million atoms, 100 ns) were performed with NAMD. Virus particles were
derived by transfection of the full-length HIV-1 proviral construct R9 and mutant
derivatives into 293T cells, and infectivity was quantified by titration on HeLa-P4
cells. Capsid stability was determined by measuring the amount of CA protein
present after purification of HIV-1 cores, and the rate of uncoating was analysed
by quantifying CA release from purified cores at 37 uC. For crosslinking analysis,
particles were pelleted from the supernatants of transfected 293T cells, analysed by
non-reducing SDS–PAGE, and CA was detected by immunoblotting.
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